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New method for simulation of orientation distribution functions of textured materials has been proposed.
The approach is based on the concept to describe any texture class by a superposition of anisotropic
partial fibre components. The texture maximum spread is described in a "local" coordinate system
connected with the texture component axis. A set of Euledan angles YI,Y2,Y3 are introduced with this
aim. To specify crystallite orientations with respect to the sample coordinate system two additional sets
of Euledan angles are introduced besides Y,Y-,Y3- One of them, (W0,00,%), defines the direction of the
texture axis of a component with respect to the directions of the cub. The other set, (Wi,0,q), is determined
by the orientation of the texture component and its texture axis in the sample coordinate system.
Analytical expressions approximating real spreads of crystallites in three-dimensional orientation space
have been found and their corresponding model pole figures have been derived. The proposed approach
to the texture spread description permits to simulate a broad spectrum of real textures from single crystals
to isotropic polycrystals with a high enough degree of correspondence.

KEY WORDS: Model ODF partial fibre components anisotropic spread orientation tubes.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution of orientations in textured materials is known to be described by three-
dimensional functions f(gB), with the crystallite orientations gB being commonly specified
by three Eulerian angles tp, and tp2, see Bunge (1969). The most widely used method
for finding the texture, i.e. the predominant orientations of grains in a specimen, is
plotting the pole figures (PF) from diffraction measurement data. In this case the
Orientation Distribution Functions (ODF) are found with the use of mathematical
techniques of texture analysis. Most often the coefficients of the ODF expansion into
a series in terms of generalized spherical functions are computed and charts of ODF
sections in the space of the angles (tpl, , tp2) are plotted, Bunge(1969), Roe (1965).
In addition to the arising difficulties associated with the mmcation of the series only
even coefficients of the expansion may be obtained directly. This results in false maxima
and negative values of the ODF (if no ghost correction is used).
The errors of ODF reconstruction from pole figures cause development of new

methods for its solution by means of some additional information about the ODF
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structure. In this case the ODF approximations by some model functions (mainly by
the Gaussian-type ones) are used, see Bunge (1969), Jura (1988), Savelova (1984),
Matthies (1982), Lucke, Pospiech, Virnich, Jura (1981).
There are three different approaches to describe the real rolling textures by model

functions. In one of them the texture is described by a system of preferred orientations.
In this case the so-called "spherical" distributions describing an isotropic spread of pole
density with respect to maxima of such preferred orientations are used by Bunge (1969),
Matthies (1982), Savelova (1984) and other. For improving the agreement between
theory and experiment the extra texture components occupying an intermediate positions
between the main ones are to be introduced in such approaches. For example, for the
so-called standard distribution of the Gau_ssian type suggested by Matthies (1982), the
corresponding pole density Pt on PF h has the form

Io(S(z+ l )[2
el(g,b,) PI(S, z) exp{S(z-1)/2}

Io(S I1(S)
(1)

where gB=((pl, (I), q)2) is the position of the maximum in the Eulerian angle space;
S is the spread parameter determined by a width b at half maximum; =(o,) are the
spherical coordinates of a point on the PF; z h .g0.; and In(x are the modified Bessel’s
functions. From this expression it is seen that the pole density spread as well that of
the ODF are isotropic, i.e., they are described by a single parameter b (or S). This
is valid for all the model ODF’s suggested up to now. Savelova (1984) suggested a
function to describe anisotropic spread of orientation maxima on the S0(3) rotational
group but this has been done without any connection to real ODFs. From our point
of view, the difficulties in her approach are connected with disregarding the texture
axis concept and thus the necessity to consider a tensor character of orientation spread
ijjj by Eulerian angles 1’2’3"
Some rolling textures especially of b.c.c, metals have been presented by Jura (1988)

as a superposition of fibre components and spherical distributions around to preferred
orientation maxima.
The third approach has been proposed by Wassermann, Grewen (1962) about thirty

years ago. It consists in a description of rolling textures of both f.c.c, and b.c.c, metals
by a superposition of partial fibre components. In this case texture axes, i.e. rotations
axes relative to which the component spreads are conditionally formed, can be selected.
In this case pole density depends on a turning angle around such axes unlike fibre
textures for which the pole density is constant under rotations around the fibre axis.
For rolling textures the pole density distribution with respect to the maxima is known

to differ from isotropic in general case, see Wassermann et al. (1962). Hence the
introduction of several spread parameters into the model ODF is needed.
The principle of the ODF rolling texture simulation for both f.c.c, and b.c.c, metals

by a superposition of the partial fibre components is given in this paper. A model
distribution function allows to introduce a spread anisotropy relative to the preferred
orientations.

THEORY

We confine our analysis to most typical textures: "ideal orientations" with spherical
spread (isotropic with respect to distribution maxima), fibre, and partial fibre ones.
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The description by the "ideal-ofientatons" can be applicable to recrystallized metals.
Fibre textures are formed after axially-symmetrical external actions. Rolling textures
are mostly a superposition of partial fibre components. For example, basing on ideas
of Wassermann et al. (1962), the rolling texture of t-Fe can be described by a sum
of two partial fibre components see Figure la) d). The texture axes are indicated

e)

Figure 1 Experimental pole figures {200} (a) and 110} (c) of z-Fe rolling texture with the diagram
of their formation on the basis of a supe_rposition of three partial fibre c_o_mponents (b,d): []

(001)[110], its axis; / (111)[112], , its axis: V (111)[112], ’ its axis. B and C
are maxima from which the texture component parameters were determined. Formation of (001)[110}
texture component is presented schematically by a sequence e) h).
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by special symbols. The presence of anomaly high maxima of pole density on some
experimental PFs may be explained by the existence of texture components that can
be characterized as partial fibre ones. In present meaning an "anomaly high" maximum
is a maximum with intensity several times greater than that of other maxima of the
same component. Especially for PFs with indices |hkl} close to crystallographic axis
of partial fibre component the existence of such "anomaly high" maxima is most
pronounced. This arises from the fact that as the distance to the texture axis decreases
the pole density increases sharply. For fibre textures this is most obvious. But up to
now Wassermann’s model remains a qualitative one and takes no account for real spread
of pole density on PFs. Also it does not say anything about the crystallite distribution
on orientation i.e. about ODF of the sample.
For the model ODF it appears to be more natural if it will be based on features

of the texture symmetry and will not be referred to arbitrarily selected coordinate
directions of the sample. Due to this, we will describe the crystallite spread of i-th
component relative to a coordinate system K connected with the texture axis of this
component. It should be noted that the description of crystallite spread with respect
to the external sample coordinate system K is traditionally adopted in texture analysis.
Let the Oz-axis of the component coordinate system K coincides with the direction

of its texture axis. Usually the orientation of a particular crystallite is def’med by a
set of three Euledan angles which are necessary to rotate the crystallite coordinate system
Ko with the coordinate directions being along directions of the cube to the sample
coordinate system Ks. Now the following sets of rotations are introduced to describe
the crystallite orientation:

-(0i0i,t00i), that aligns Ko with the component coordinate system Ki. Note that
the texture axis of the i-th component coincides with the Oz-axis of the current
coordinate system;

(%, 2, /3), designates rotations which specify the spread of the crystallite orientation
with respect to the texture axis. Now Ko has been rotated relative to K by

-(]i,0li,t0i), which turns K to the final position characterized by the (hkl)[uvw]
orientation required. At this Ko becomes coincident with Ks. Thus, we characterize
the crystallite orientation by its spread relatively to the component texture axis instead
with respect to the sample coordinate system.

Any set of three angles in this paper determines the following sequence of rotations:
the coordinate system is first rotated around the Oz-axis, then around the new direction
of the Ox-axis, and finally once again around the Oz-axis in its fmal position.
Now modelling of a texture component can be presented schematically by

Figure 1 e) h). In this figure, e) presents the stereographic projection of an initial
single crystal; f) is the same after rotations by W0,00,% which aligns the texture axis
/ parallel to Oz g) shows the grain spread formed in the polycrystal by rotations
)’1,)’2,)’3; h) is the final position after the rotation W1,01,tPl. These diagrams correspond
to the sequence of simulation of the {001 }<110> component of typical b.c.c, metals
rolling texture.

It can be assumed that the description of the crystallite orientation spread with respect
to the selected texture axis of a component with coordinates (TI,T,’3) will be simpler
than for (tOl,O,t02) introduced by Bunge.
Let us find the relation between the sets of angles ga=(tOl,O,92) and

G (Wo,00,t00,),,T2,T,W,01,tpt). From the constructioa of G it is clear that
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G go. g. gl (2)

where go, gr, gl are matrices of rotations corresponding to the angle sets (W0,00,(P0),
(T1,’2,T3) and (q1,01,(pl), respectively. Equating the proper elements of gB and G and
solving the trigonometric equations we obtain relations of the form

(Pl q)l(kI/0,00,q)0,tl,f2,c3,kI’/1,01,(Pl)
(I) (I)l(ktJo,00,q)o,fl,C2,3,kiJ1,01,(Pl)
q)2 q)2(kI’/o’Oo’q)O’l’2’3’kI/l’Ol’q)l)

(3)

The general form of the relations is too cumbersome to present them here. They will
be further given for some particular cases.
To find an analytical form of the ODF f(G) in dependence on the set of angles

gr (T1,T2,T3) describing the spread we will do in the following manner. Firstly let us
consider a recrystallization texture of f.c.c, metals. Its approximation as a function of
angles gB ((Pl,(I),(P2) is very simple, see Lucke et al. (1981). Next, f(G) may be derived
by using formula (3). After words we generalized the obtained results to the case of
rolling texture. It is necessary to note that the recrystallization textures are not studied
in the present work. They are used only for construction of the model functions. Sections
of the O.DF for copper recrystallization texture are shown for (Pl const planes in
Figure 2. The ODF has been reconstructed from the 200 }, 110 }, 222 pole figures
by series expansion with even terms. Because of the small value of texture spread we

Intensity

levels :
1,5,10,25,

Figure 2 The ODF f(g) of the cube texture of recrystallized Cu.
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may write approximation formulas instead using Matthies’s standard functions (Matthies,
1982). It is convenient to do this separately for each ODF maximum, since the own
set of rotations go and gl corresponds to each maximum. It should be noted that some
maxima of the ODF in Figure 2 are ghosts, i.e. they do not represent true maxima
in the orientation distribution as well as in Lucke et al. (1981). Therefore we will
consider the cube orientations only. Thus for a spread around the preferred orientation
of such types as (q,x/2,t#2), where tpl, qh, take the values of 0, /2, we have

f(tp1,O,92 exp (4)

with o _= 0.16.

In turn for preferred orientations of such types as 0=0, 9+9--0, t/2, the ODF
spread is described by

J{)l,O,02) exp (5)

Here we considered only the case of a spherical ODF spread with respect to the
maxima. The possibility of an asymmetrical spread of texture maxima relative to
preferred orientations was long ago pointed out by Wassermann et al. (1962). Let us
consider the ODF for a hypothetical cube texture with an asymmetrical spread of
maxima. The asymmetry was introduced directly into the pole density distribution "by
hand" following Wassermann’s ideas and considering the normal direction in the PFs
as the direction of the texture axis. In Figure 3b the PF’s 100}, 110}, and 111
obtained in such way are shown. This texture is described by the preferred (001)[100]
orientation with the [001] texture axis. The radial and the azimuthal dispersions were
taken at 0.10 and 0.24, respectively. Here and afterwards the radial angle is counted
off from the texture axis while the azimuthal one determines a rotation around this
axis. The calculated ODF is presented in Figure 3a. The texture spread is now
approximated by Gaussian distributions of the form

(0-g/2)2+(tp2-9)2
J(q)l,gI),q)2) exp exp

2 o" 2

0 0 0for gB=((pl,/I;/2,20), (pl, (P2 0, /2 (6)

f(q)l,(I),q)2) exp
011)2

exp

0 0 0 0for gB=((Pl,0,tP2), q)l+q)2 0, n:/2, n.

(q) +(D2--(q)Ol+(l)))

Let us consider these maxima on the basis of the concept of partial fibre textures.
The texture symmetry results in that the ODF has N maxima with the coordinates gsi,

1 N, each of which corresponds to some preferred orientations of the hkl}<uvw>
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a) b)

Figure 3 The ODF (a) and the theoretical pole figures (b) for (001)[100] texture with an asymmetrical
spread of maxima.

family. The position of the [u’v’w’] texture axis is determined by external conditions
of the formation of the texture itself. Both for the rolling case (Figure la,c) and for
the case presented in Figure 3 the texture axes make certain angles with the external
characteristic directions (or with (hkl) and [uvw]). Consequently a specific
crystallographic direction from the <u’v’w’> family is the texture axis of every specific
preferred (hkl)[uvw] orientation which is presented by a maximum in the space of angles
gB (91,,92) Thus, the specific values of rotations go/= (Woi,Ooi,tPoi) and gli= (lYli,Oli,(Pli)
determined earlier will correspond to every texture maximum gc Let us consider each
maximum ga separately. For the texture maximum g (n/2,/2,n/2) corresponding to
(100)[001] preferred orientation with texture axis [100] (Figure 3) we have

0 0 1
0 -1 0
1 0 0

gl

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

(7)

and formulas (3) change to

cos = sinT3sin72
cosgsinO sin7cos7- cos7sinT3cos72
costp2sinO cos73sin/2

(8)
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Considering small derivations from the preferred orientation we can write:

O-r/2 0
91 x/2
92-x/2 ---72

(9)

Let us consider in such way all maximum (6). The following common expression
for f()’1,)’2,)’3) under the condition 1,o2<< r/2 may be written:

fM (?’1’ ’2’ 7’3) exp 2cr2 j (10)

For "ideal" textures (5) where the spread on the PF’s relative to the maxima is isotropic
the ODF is described by expression (10) with t 2- In this case any conventional
position of the texture axis may be selected because of the equality of the radial and
the azimuthal spread.

PRINCIPLE OF CONSTRUCTION OF THEORETICAL POLE FIGURES

We have discussed the simplest cube texture or a hypothetical (001)[100] texture with
a non spherical spread of the ODF maxima. Assume that the result (6)-(10) is a common
one, i.e. any partial fibre component (hkl)[uvw] with an axis [u’v’w’] can be described
in the space of angles G by a function (10).
We will demonstrate this by the way of PF calculation. Let us determine the pole

density distribution P[xy on the PF h for the above-adopted model ODF. The unit
vector y is given by the spherical coordinates of a direction on the PF.
Let us introduce an angle 5 determining the rotation of the crystallite around an axis

coinciding with h when h Ily; h ,_i 1 M are equivalent planes from the h
family. The i value (together with h) also determines uniquely the orientation of the
crystallite.

In the general case the pole density distribution P[y may be obtained as follows:

p, f2nPI! (Y)
2arM Joi=l k=l

fM (?’ik’, ?’2ik’, ?’3ik’ )dd;, (11)

where

g0,ik [g(0k)]-1. g().--().[gk)]-1 (lla)

o(i) inHere g)is the matrix of ro_tation for the crystallite orientation with
other words, the direction of h is parallel to y after rotation by g()= ((pli), (I)(i) q)i)
f(/5) is the matrix of rotations with the angle /5 defined above; the matrices and
) define a coordinate system connected with the axis of the texture component number
k, k N; g’)is the matrix of rotations by the Euledan angles ’), T(2 and 3’);

N

Pk are the volume fractions of the texture components and ",Pk =l.
k=l
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In this manner the model PFs, which correspond to the cube texture and to the
hypothetical ones shown in Figure 3, may be easily obtained.

DESCRIION OF ORIENTATION TUBES

A function of the type (10) allows to simulate adequately a great number of experimental
textures. However for a successful simulation of real rolling textures the texture spreads
in so-called orientation tubes analyzed by Hirsch, Lucke (1988) should be described.
As it was shown by Hirsch et al. (1988), in this case the values of the ODF f(gB)
remain almost unchanged over the entire length of the orientation tube. Jura (1988)
has proposed the use of axial components to describe such texture spreads. As we have
considered, the use of the concept of partial fibre components is more naturally. In
this case a functional dependence of fu upon %’W3 of the following type

1 T’I + T’31<_ o-3

1’1+’31 >o-3
(12)

can be introduced in formula (10) to describe such texture spreads. As can be seen
from (12) the parameter (3 characterizes the length of the region with a constant density
of orientations in the orientation space, while (2 determines the character of decrease
of the density at the edges of the resulting orientation tube. Formula (12) is suitable
for ODF simulation since with (3 0 it results in a Gaussian spread around a preferred
orientation and coincides with the previously proposed formula (10). In the latter case
(2 in (10) and (12) are simply identical. The model ODF f(G) will take the following
form:

fM (71, Y2, Y3) =A exp{- 2@12} x

xexp{ /’)ld)t3’-o-3+lo-3-lfl+311)2}-2 0"2

(13)

A is the normalization factor for the model ODF.

FACTORS EFFECT1NG THE DISTRIBUTION OF POLE DENSITY ON THE
MODEL PF

To simulate adequately real PFs the pole density distribution corresponding m the model
ODF (13) should be calculate. Let us examine the spread variation for the angles (x

and [ in dependence on the parameters (Ii;2,fl for various reflexes i= (oq,lo) with
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different oto and 130. The angles x, , ot0, and 0 are determined in the coordinate system
where the spread is formed. The angles ot0 and o are the radial ones, i.e. the angles
between the Oz-axis and the direction of or y; 130 and 13 are the azimuthal
angles, i.e. the angles between the Ox-axis and the projection of directions h or y
on the Oxy plane. In other words, we will perform the rotation go and gr Rotations
g will not change the character of the spread but will only transfer the representation
into a new coordination system.
The analysis demonstrates that a spherical Gaussian distribution is obtained on the

PFs for 01 02, 03 0. In this case the integral volumes of maxima with different
x0 coincide although the parameters of spread in x and 13 (0 and oa respectively) are
not equal one to another for all g/2. This is caused by the fact that the parameters
o and o are related by oa odsin(). All the maxima are equivalent in as far as
they may be transformed one into another by corresponding rotations gv The height
of the peaks does not depend on their positions on the PF (or coordinates ot0 and I0)-

If 02 increases 02 > Ol and 03 0) or 03 becomes non-zero, the relation between
the heights of the maxima with various x0 changes and the profiles of distribution in
x become asymmetrical. The asymmetry and height increase as a maximum approaches
the textures axis. However the half-width of the pole density spread on the PF’s in
ot depends slightly on 02 and x0, and coincides accurately enough with that of the ODF
f(G) in angle /2- The latter can be used for determination of o from experimental PFs.
The distributions in 13 at g/2 for all 02 ; 0 and 03 0 are Gaussian with dispersion

o 02. The pattern is more complex at 00 ;. g/2. As has been noted for the case of
o 0_ we have 08 > 0= o 02. If 02 becomes greater than 01 the difference between

oa and 02 diminishes and becomes almost insignificant at 02 > 301. This is also valid
for 03 + 02 > 301 when 03 ; 0. In this case the combination of parameters 02 + 03
for the model ODF can be estimated directly from experimental PF’s. The length of
the region with a constant pole density may determine the 03. However it should be
noted that in most cases this method may not be applicable due to the overlapping
"tails" of the spreads of maxima with different x0 and 130. Therefore another method
will be proposed below.
The spread of the maximum corresponding to the texture axis (i.e. 0) is a spherical

Gaussian one with dispersion 0 01 at any values of o and 03. This fact directly
follows from relations (11), (1 l a). In the coordinate system connected with the texture
axis (1 l a) transforms into g gB.f(/5), i.e. T1 13-g/2, T2 x, and ’3 =/5. The constant
term t/2 in ’1 + /3 can be neglected under integration with respect to i over the
full period 2g. Then dropping the contributions of maxima with ; 0 to the pole
density near the texture axis we obtain for the texture axis

PIi(’) 2M
exp

0

A.I
exp-

2gM

4o:
d5

(14)

where I is the normalization factor. The following relation for the ratio of pole densities
of the maxima with x0 0 (I0) and oq ; 0 (I0) can be obtained for
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I0/i0 4sin2 (to ((02 + 03 ) / (0)2 + cos2 (to.

Basing on relation (15) t2+ can be estimated with known t and I0/I0.

(15)

CONSTRUCTING MODEL POLE FIGURES FROM EXPERIMENTAL
DATA

Employing the results presented above it is possible to construct model distributions
of the pole density corresponding to experimental textures, i.e. to determine the ODF
of the material in an analytical form. Let us consider the t-Fe rolling texture.
Experimental PFs are presented in Figurel.a,c. This rolling texture may be described
by a sum of partial fibre components (001)[110] and two symmetrical ones (111)[112]
and (111)[ 112] with the texture axes near [110] (see Figure l.a-d). The parameters of
spread of the main partial fibre component (001)[110] with the texture axis [110] will
be determined firstly. The o value can be estimated as follows. Consider the maximum
at the centre of the PF 200 or the maximum coinciding with RD on PF 110 }. Gaussian
approximation of spread of the selected maximum on PF 200 along the line connecting
the PF centre with RD gives Ol 0.07. The same value is obtained by approximation
of the maximum B on PF 110}. From the relation of intensifies of maxima B
and C we obtain t2+t 0.34 using formula (15) with tx0 /2. From PF {200}
(Figure 1.a) we get t 0.12 by analyzing the length of the region with a constant
pole density along the line from the PF centre to the transversal direction_(TD).

Next, using the analytical form of the ODF (10) we calculate PI(Y) at h {200}
and 110} for the (001)[110] component with the texture axis [110] and subtract them
from the initial experimental ones. For this it is necessary to renormalize the pole density
Ptnlm(y) of the component (001)[110] according to the expression

p{}r(y) p{} m(y) PB
p, (16)

where Pthlr(y) is the renormalized pole density, PB is the intensity in the point B of
experimental PF 110} Figure 1.b, pBm is the pole density for a model component
in the same point. Analysis shows that the_remaining pole de_nsity distribution is the
sum of two symmetrical components (111)[112] and (111)[112] with the texture axis
[221] (Figure 4). In this case t is determined from the approximation of maximum
A (Figure 4.b), but t2+o does from a relation of the intensities in maxima A and
B (Figure 4b). We find t 0.08 and t2+ 0.49. More thorough analysis gives
(2 0.05, (3 0.44.

It should be noted that the texture axis [110] is hypothetically pointed out for the
partial fibre component 111 }(112) in the Wassermann model (Wassermann et al.
(1962)) and in the experimental work of Schler, Bunge (1974). Analysis by means
of model PFs and ODF sections shows that the positions of partial fibre component
axes effect the PFs substantially more than the ODFs. Therefore the comparison of
experimental PFs with model ones is to prefer for a reliable determination of the texture
axes. Strongflifferences from experiment are observed in a case of the [110] axis for
the (111)[ 112] partial fibre component in the model PFs, especially for the 100} pole
figure, see Figure 5c.
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Figure 4 The pole figures |200} and 110} which were obtained from Figure a, b by subtracting
the pole density for the (001)[100] component with [110] texture axis. The model parameters of the
component are: t 0.07, t 0.22, t 0.12.

Figure $ The model pole figures {100} (a) an_d 110} (b) for z-Fe rolling texture and {100} one
for the case of [110] texture axis for (111)[112] partial fibre component (c).
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Thus, all distribution parameters are estimated from experimental PFs to simulate
the ODF by superposition of partial fibre components. The resulting model PFs 100
and 110} are shown in Figure 5a,b. In this case the experimental pole density pixie(y)
in Figurela,c can be given as a sum of model components

3

k=l
(17)

Vk presents the volume fractions of various components contained in the initial texture.
It should be noted that the values of ptxj0,)(y) have to be normalized for correct use
of expression (17).

Therefore, in the case under consideration the a-Fe rolling texture contains 70%
of the (001)[110] partial fibre component and about 30% of two symmetrical components
(111)[112] and (111)[112].
Note that the analytical form of the ODF allows to construct any PF {hkl}.
Thus in describing component composition of real textures it seems reasonable besides

an indication of the crystallographic directions (hkl)[uvw] of a component coinciding
with the rolling plane and the rolling direction, respectively, to specify also the texture
axis direction of the component in the form (hkl)[uvw]lu’v’w’l or (hkl)[uvw]l0,00,9ol.
Indices lu’v’w’l and angles I0,00,tP01 are related by

COS 00

Sin 90 sin 00

W

(U’)2 -I- (V’)2 -I- (W)2

U’

(U’ )2 -l- (V’)2 -I- (W’)2
(18)

The W0 value may be selected arbitrarily since a change of this angle results only
in a rotation of the coordinate system of a component texture axis around the texture
axis (Oz-axis) and plays no part in the formation of the crystallite spread itself (see
Figure 1.e-h). The W0 value will effect values of the F,0,tp angles which rotate the
already formed distribution of crystallites into the fmal one described by the orientation
(hkl)[uvw]lu’v’w’l.
To conclude, it should be pointed out that the suggested model provides a common

principle of simulation for the entire PF specmma from single crystals at ,_,3--0
to an isotropic polycrystals at t,t2,t3-->,.
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